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About the session:
Having led the development of 500+ products and projects with a focus 
on IoT and embedded systems, Adam will share insights into the 
current technology trends and opportunities for instrumentation, 
sensors, tracking, computer vision, AI and blockchain. From a product 
design perspective, Adam will share the shift he is seeing amongst 
clients from ‘building a product to sell’ to ‘building a product to solve a 
problem’. This session will offer you with innovative approaches to 
solving problems and unlocking operational efficiencies by converging 
digital and physical worlds.
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Driving innovation through data and IOT:  
Converging digital and physical worlds to unlock operational efficiencies



We create next 
generation 
products for a 
better world,  
at scale.



We deliver the
future dailyX

Custom product design for 
16 years

Over 500 products and 
projects delivered

A full-stack team & platform

40+ industry verticals



Full-stack IoT.  

LX



Consumer 
Electronics

Oil, gas + 
mining

Industrial + 
 factories

Military + 
mission control

Medical + 
healthcare

Transport + 
logistics

Agriculture + 
environment

Marketing + 
engagement

Smart Utilities

Smart 
Buildings

Smart Cities

Smart 
Infrastructure

Smart Homes Smart Vehicles 
+ parking

Smart 
Insurance

We’ve developed for a diverse range of industry verticals



See Different. Ideas Realised. Scale Faster.
Full stack in-house multi-award winning product design 
team (hardware, f irmware, cloud and apps 
development).  We think outside the box. 

Experience from 100’s of innovative products and 
projects for both tech start ups through to large 
multinationals - from strategy to scale.

Devices deployed around the globe, with LX’s proprietary 
IOT Cores currently powering smart bins, to mines, boats, 
animals and even teddy bears.

Accelerate your success, 
with next generation 
product designX



Recent work



Portable Brain 
assessment device

// Nurochek

NuroChek is a headset that measures aspects of the 
brain’s electrical activity using EEG. 

Both affordable and portable, the custom headset 
broadcasts EEG signals to a smartphone for analysis 
and to the cloud for secure storage. Subsequent tests 
can be carried out and similarities or differences from 
test to test may be examined by a doctor.

LX has worked closely with HeadsafeIP in the 
development of the Nurochek, developing the 
electronics hardware and firmware.



// Nurochek



Real time smart load 
control for power 
distribution.

// Landis + Gyr

Smart ripple control receiver listens for electrical grid 
signalling to balance the load on the grid in real time.

Unlike traditional ripple control receivers, this  
product supports cellular and ZigBee control of the 
electricity load.

This enables the electricity distributor to manage the peak 
demand of the power grid, reducing the need for additional 
expensive grid infrastructure. LX developed the electronics 
hardware and embedded firmware for the first generation of 
the product.



// Landis + Gyr



Smart Home Controller

// QUE Touch

Que features modern design, the latest technology including A9 
dual core processor with 1GB RAM, logging of historical energy 
usage, scheduling interface, master timer and zoning. Que 
Connect facilitates remote control and monitoring of the system 
via an internet connected mobile device. LX undertook the 
complete design of all aspects of electroncis hardware, 
firmware, software and cloud backend for this product. 
Recipient of the Australian Good Design Award.





















/Clients We’re proud to shape the future with these ambitious forward thinkers.



IoT

2.1bn

3.3bn
2021

2025

Internet of Things

Total Connections

…..IoT



Third Generation of Computing – Key Drivers

2M Apps

IoT



‘The Internet of Things will be the largest device market in the world.’

‘. . . it will be more than double the size of the smartphone, PC, tablet, 
connected car, and the wearable markets combined.’

‘I don’t think we’ve seen this type of market size before.’

- INTERNATIONAL DATA CORPORATION



By 2026, the IoT device market is  
anticipated to reach  

USD $1.1 trillion  
(a 24.7% CAGR from 2018)  

Fortune Business Insights

There will be an estimated  

25 billion  
IoT devices by 2025  

Gartner

80%  
of organisations that  

have adopted IoT  
report positive results

 

85%  
of companies say 

they have IoT project 
budgets

94%  
executives have digital  

transformation as a  
top strategic objective

 



Third Generation of Computing – Key Drivers
49%

31%
29% 28% 27%

18% 18%
14% 13%

9%

Benefits of IIoT – Industrial Internet of Things Drivers
Source Morgan-Stanley Automation World - Industrial Automation survey



Recent work: IoT Specific













Case Study:
'The Blockchain  
Experiment’
Temperature, humidity and location of 17 
Tonnes of almonds was tracked using IoT and 
blockchain technology.

The experiment tracked the produce from Mildura 
(Australia), through the rail network to the Port of 
Melbourne, along the shipping route to Hamburg 
(Germany) on an Ethereum based blockchain in 
partnership with the Commonwealth Bank of 
Australia Innovation Lab. The project lowered 
costs and improved efficiency, inclusiveness and 
transparency in the supply chain.

The solution was build upon LX based tracking 
and sensing devices and cloud APIs.

// Case Study



// Case Study



// Case Study



ULD



Graincorp



Gas bottle vietnamese



Boral Supply Chain



Portaloos



IoT

2.1bn

3.3bn
2021

2025

Internet of Things

Total Connections

IoT Challenges



• Pace of innovation, speed of adoption
• CAPEX / Hardware Deployment / Reliability 
• Driving organisational change with Data

IoT Challenges



Speed



Speed

Over 300 Sensors
3+ Terabytes of data per race
“If you are not instrumented you can’t win”





Hype Cycle and Technology 
Adoption Lifecycle

Technology 
Trigger

Peak of Inflated 
Expectation

Slope of 
Enlightenment

Plateau of 
Productivity

Trough of 
Disillusionment

early adopters

13.5%
innovators 2.5%

early majority

34%
late majority

34%
laggards 16%

‘The Hard Work’



“Big will not beat small anymore, it will be the fast beating the slow”



Challenge 2: CAPEX / Hardware / In Field Reliability



• Enormous opportunities exist for traditional industries & service oriented 
companies with no experience with hardware deployment / CAPEX hurdles.  

• High stakes game. Mistakes can be extremely costly.  

• Typical IoT deployments require large scale deployments to drive operational 
efficiencies. 

CAPEX / Hardware / Reliability





Challenge 3: Driving Organisational Change



• Driving change is hard!
• Accessing the data from the physical world is only the first step.
• Adapting, changing and unlocking business efficiencies from the data is where 

the value to organisations lie.  

Organisational Change



Organisational ChangeINCYT Asset Tracking Eco-systemExample IoT System



Organisational Change

IoT Data



Organisational Change



Let’s get started now.

lx-group.com.au

Australia
Suite 101 
National Innovation Centre 
Australian Technology Park 
4 Cornwallis St Eveleigh, 
NSW, 2015 Sydney, Australia

Bâtiment H7 
70 Quai Perrache 
69002 Lyon 
France

Europe
Level 5, Paseo Centre, 8757 
Paseo de Roxas, Makati, 
Manila, Philippines

Philippines

We create next generation products for 
a better world, at scale.

mailto:info@lx-group.com.au?subject=Custom%20Product%20Development
http://www.lx-group.com.au



